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Good photographs sell

What’s in this guide?

Introduction

The first thing anyone sees when booking your property are the pictures. They 

have been through the process of choosing how many rooms they want, whether 

they want to splash out on a pool, if auntie Bertha is going to stay sober this year. 

And now they have arrived at your property listing among a sea of alternatives. 

You NEED good pictures to promote your cottage, and this guide is going to tell 

you how!

This guide has three parts. The first will convince you that you need good photos. 

The second will tell you how you’ll know when you’ve got good photos. and the 

third is a concise curated checklist of all the most important things you need to 

think about before and during your photoshoot.

Introduction

Photo from collipriestcottage.co.uk
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Introduction

Who are we?

My Favourite Holiday Cottages exists 

to make UK holiday cottage owners 

happy, wealthy and proud. Our 

services and expertise make your 

cottage busier – but not you. They 

include the popular directory site, My 

Favourite Holiday Cottages, bespoke 

marketing and bookings management, 

website design and photography.

To the left is an example of our 

photography being used on a unique 

owner website that we made. 

This website can be viewed at

www.greendownfarm.co.uk

For answers to your questions, please get in 

contact with Harry Roberts or Rick Bond

   01271 377432  

   info@myfavouritecottages.co.uk
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Introduction

Why Holiday Cottage Photography 
is Unique

Although similar, holiday cottage photography is 

unlike any other kind of photography you might see in 

magazines. It is more of a blend of the following: 

Real estate photographers aim to show the rooms 

in their entirety, as fast as possible. Showing the 

rooms is the key here – People don’t just want pretty 

photos, they want to look in your shadows, examine 

the book cases, and peer out of the windows. Wide 

shots are powerful and essential.

Architectural photographers 

find the beauty in lines, shapes, 

and contrast. Framing and 

composition is very important to 

lead a viewer into a photograph 

and make them feel the space 

around them.

Interior design photography is what you find in 

magazines – it’s the beautiful ceiling mounted fire-pit 

above the suspiciously flammable sheepskin rugs and 

pebble-shaped beanbags. These shots have usually 

been set up in a studio with hours spent on lighting 

and perfection. This likely won’t be possible in your 

property; however, we can try our hardest to bring 

aspects of this photography into our own, to give your 

photos some of that class that the guests will love.

photos from coastalwaycottage.co.uk and Devon Life Magazine
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Emotion

Mood: light or dark?

The foundations of a good photo

Emotion is the part of the photo that hits the viewer first. They can’t help it. A 

subliminal wave of brain connections that they associate with memories or things 

they have seen elsewhere takes over everything else. This response is rarely as 

poetic when planning a holiday, but it IS still going on. And we can take advantage 

of it.

One of the easiest positive emotions to connect 

with is the feeling of comfort. Take a quick 

browse on Pinterest and you’ll see that people 

love ‘cosy’. At the time of writing this Christmas is 

coming up, and everyone is craving roaring fires, 

fairy lights and warm blankets.

The foundations of a good photo

We highly recommend you get at least one 

'moody shot' in your gallery – but that you keep 

the majority bright and inviting.

Light is a much safer mood to convey. With 

clever photography you can make even the most 

dimly lit room look bright, spacious and clean. 

And that’s why 'light' is the industry standard for 

all forms of property photography.

Darker shot with tighter zoom creates more mood

photos from quantockhillsapartments.co.uk

Wide shot with bright walls, the room looks larger
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The foundations of a good photo

Atmosphere

Vignetting added-in editing can draw in a viewer, but 

makes the space feel closer and darker.

Here are a few examples of techniques and effects that change the mood of a 

shot and capture the atmosphere of your property:

Turning the lights on or off can have a dramatic 

impact on the mood of a photo. It’s harder to 

balance light and colour when the lights are on, 

but we love them creating an inviting atmosphere. 

Whichever you chose, make sure it’s consistent and 

every single light in the house is either on, or off.

Sunlight streaming across a room is difficult to 

capture in a photo, and even harder to fake. But 

its results are powerful. Consider choosing an 

appropriate time of day and year to take your shots 

(but don’t panic – plenty of the best interior photos 

have been taken on cloudy days).

Closing blinds, nets or curtains works great during 

the winter, as it takes the focus away from the cold 

outside and brings the viewer into the room. But 

don’t do it on a sunny day as it’ll look wrong! 

photos in order: cophole.co.uk, kingsarmschulmleigh.co.uk, kittiwakecottagedevon.co.uk and coastalwaycottage.co.uk
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The foundations of a good photo

How to identify a good technical 
image

While it takes a photographer to identify exactly why a photo does or doesn’t 

look good, that doesn’t mean that potential bookers won’t know that something 

is “off”. Here’s an explanation of some of the terms you may hear related to 

property photography.

Converging verticals – look in a glossy magazine and you’ll notice that all shots 

of interiors have perfectly vertical lines. There are exceptions to this 'rule' but 

generally (not always!) it is a sign of an experienced photographer if they keep 

verticals, vertical. 

Example photos are from kingsarmschulmleigh.co.uk

This is the corrected image. You can still see as much of the room but now the composition is much stronger

This image has not yet been corrected, and the vertical lines are converging heavily
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The foundations of a good photo

HDR – you may have seen this setting on your phone; it stands for High Dynamic 

Range and basically means that you can get the bright outside of a window 

all the way to the darkest shadows in the fireplace all in one picture, without 

any pure white or black. The best photographers will use strobe lighting and/

or manual blending techniques to achieve the same effect while maintaining 

contrast. This means a lot more gear, time, and skill dependency however.

Take a look at the two images below. The one on the left was shot with strobe 

lighting and manual blending on photoshop. the one on the right uses HDR 

techniques. This is a best case scenario for HDR due to the muted colours and 

bright walls, so there is very little difference.

However, if you look at the following two images from the same photoshoot you 

can see that the off-white walls and coloured furniture makes the HDR'd image 

look darker and 'muddier' than its 'flashed' counterpart.

Photos from kingsarmschulmleigh.co.uk

Flash

Flash

HDR

HDR
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The foundations of a good photo

Overexposed windows – it has always been the sign of a skilled photographer 

to be able to capture both the view out of the window as well as the room, 

without either being too light or too dark. That doesn’t mean that it must 

be done all the time though. A seasoned holiday home photographer will 

sometimes deliberately “blow out” a window to obscure a nasty view, or to draw 

the viewer's attention elsewhere.

Resolution – It’s very important that you use the highest resolution you can 

when displaying your pictures. Note that resolution is not synonymous with DPI 

or file size. You should accept nothing less than 1920pixels in width. Ideally your 

images should be around 6000pixels wide to ensure they are future proof.



blown 
out

not 
blown 

out

Photos from kingsarmschulmleigh.co.uk and devonmanorhouse.co.uk
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The foundations of a good photo

Ticking booker checklists, and then 
exceeding them

Photographs are often the only way that a booker can get a real sense of what 

your property is like, and if it going to meet their criteria. If you do meet it, you 

may still be one of more than five properties, but with good photographs you 

can tick boxes they didn’t even know they had!

When booking a holiday cottage, the visitors are looking for the feeling of having 

their social status elevated, and the feeling of living in luxury as if it was their 

own home. This is a self-indulgent illusion that you must do your very best to 

uphold, and one slip up in a picture can shatter that dream, and shatter your 

chances of getting a booking!

Photo from tighanaulltcottage.co.uk
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The foundations of a good photo

New loo rolls – folded like the photo to the right, 

if a loo roll is used, then it’s obvious someone else 

has been in my perfect home! Remember we need 

everything to look and feel new.

Perfectly made beds – all it takes is one wrinkle, 

or the side of a duvet pulled up, to make it look like 

someone’s been in my brand-new luxury bed. Keep 

it smooth.

TV off – I didn’t come on holiday to watch the 

Jeremy Kyle show (at least that’s what I’ll tell myself). 

The show that is on can also date the photo, and it’s 

just a distraction.

No pets or people in the photos – The worst 

culprit for this is getting caught in a mirror... It can 

be a real pain to cut yourself out of a mirror.

There are two schools of thought on how to present your property – you can 

either make your photos look like you’re already there, or make them look like 

its waiting for you to arrive. From focus groups and our own experience, we 

prefer the latter. Here are some brief examples:

photos in order: highbullenholidaycottages.co.uk, sparkwellholidaycottage.co.uk x3

Making the property look un-used
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The foundations of a good photo

Set the tables – Make me imagine my whole family 

enjoying a 4-course meal, but don’t put meat on the 

plate where vegetarian Uncle Mike will sit!

Put out a loaf of bread with a butter dish – Let 

my taste buds water at the authentic life I will be 

living for a week, but don’t butter the bread and take 

a bite out of it! It’s mine to butter!

This is where our golden rule of making everything look unused starts to go 

into a grey area. There is a fine line between looking ‘new’ and looking dull. To 

balance carefully on this tightrope, we need to remember we are selling an 

experience, not a cottage. To do this, you need to show off everything your 

property can do in a way that does not make it look lived in. Here are some 

examples:

The camera will see everything. Your property needs to be the cleanest it has 

ever been, or ever will be again. Dirt doesn’t have to be obvious to subliminally 

impact on the feelings of the booker. A big culprit is dirty windows and mouldy 

shower grout.

photos in order: abigailscottage.co.uk, highbullenholidaycottages.co.uk

Ready to embrace

Perfectly clean
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The foundations of a good photo

In this section, we won’t tell you how to design your property as that’s way out 

of our depth. However, we can tell you from experience what can be captured 

well, and what cannot.

photos in order: collipriestcottage.co.uk, somershiscott.co.uk, seascapewoolacombe.co.uk, coastalwaycottage.co.uk

Interior design

White everywhere – a photographer’s dream room 

has white walls, white ceilings, and white furnishings. 

White photographs brilliantly because it bounces 

light all around the room and makes everything a 

nice even tone on which we can work our magic.

Decluttered environments – Just the same as 

the colours mentioned above, lots of clutter in your 

rooms will have a very negative impact on photos. A 

big culprit of this are magazines covering a table, or 

five different types of candle on the mantelpiece.

Accent colours – this could be wooden furniture, a pale 

blue pillow, or a bright red towel. So long as there is only one 

dominant colour in the scene you can bet the photo will look 

clean and classy. Once you start mixing colours all over the 

place the viewer has a hard time picking a focal point in the 

picture.

Good lighting – spot lighting is particularly effective where 

possible. But for everywhere else a nice modern powerful 

bulb is always welcome, preferably something with a little 

bit of a cooler colour temperature. (LED lighting is getting 

significantly cheaper, and brighter)
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Time of year

Time of day

Planning and checklists

Before you get your photographer in, it might be useful to think about the time 

of year. Even more so in Scotland than anywhere else. Bare trees can make a big 

impact on the mood of a shot. And the chance for sun might be slimmer!

Also worth considering is when your property looks best. Chances are your 

photographer will want to come for a few hours and so might miss when the sun 

cracks through the kitchen windows. If you can find a photographer who is willing 

to do it, then house them for the night. Nothing will guarantee better all-around 

pictures of your property than making the person photographing it stick around. 

Their concerns about deadlines will disappear, and you might get in that golden 

twilight shot that can really sell a property beyond anything in daylight. Night 

shots are fantastic for getting the mood across; after all, people are only really 

going to be in the bedrooms in the dark anyway.

Planning and checklists

photo: lochendcottage.co.uk
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Planning and checklists

Things you can get doing now, way before the photoshoot:

Look at repainting

This can be as little as small touch-ups on walls and woodwork, or   

sweeping repaints of exteriors or rooms.

Fix everything that is broken

We’re mainly thinking about light-bulbs here, but it’s still a good idea 

to go and turn all appliances on to make sure they function, and 

function safely.

Give everything a polish

If it’s supposed to shine, then make it shiny! Any marks on smooth 

surfaces like windows, mirrors or worktops show up VERY easily 

on photos, and while they are some of the easiest things to fix in 

Photoshop, it’ll be quicker, better-looking, and cheaper to fix them 

yourself beforehand.

Fully stock everything

Make that teabag tin overflowing, fill up the fruit bowl to breaking 

point, restock all the coffee capsules and don’t leave empty hand 

towel hooks in the bathrooms. You want your property to look like 

it can stock a family for months (If you are going to include them, 

include them to the max).

Make sure things match

Do you have matching cutlery and wine glasses? If these are going to 

be photographed (which they should!) then an odd one out will draw 

the viewer's attention. And you bet that’ll be the one thing that sticks 

in their mind.

Property Checklist (Preshoot)
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Planning and checklists

Good weather and time of day

For exteriors, but also interiors in some situations, you want to know 

where the light is falling, and when! There are many factors in this 

that I have discussed previously, but as a rule, you want everything 

to be beautifully sunlit always.

Time span of the images

Do you want any night time shots? Or sunsets? You can plan to get 

some seasonal shots too! Maybe even put up the Christmas tree in 

August – nobody will ever know!

List of key features to photograph

We have found that pictures of small objects that guests repeatedly 

say they love, can do more to sell a property than the property itself.  

Make a list of things people often mention in the visitor's book, and 

give this list to your photographer.

Maintain the exterior

Mow the lawn, pull up weeds, re-gravel the driveway, power wash 

the pathway, deadhead the flowers. I could go on, but you already 

know what you need to do! Make the outside look as carefully 

looked after as the inside.

Replace missing objects in a set

This goes hand in hand with the stocking up checks, but a missing 

mug in a row sticks out like a missing tooth in a smile.

Clean grout lines and shower basins

Again, this is something that should be covered by a deep clean, 

but sometimes gets missed. You can get grout cover-up pens which 

make the job a lot easier!
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Planning and checklists

Things to do right before and during the photoshoot:

Keep everything well lit! Make sure all the lights are working, and on. Open all 

the blinds and curtains (but keep the curtains straight) and get that sunlight 

streaming in.

Sometimes a picture needs a focus. Flowers are the perfect way to achieve this, 

so make sure you have bunches of simple tasteful flowers all over the place. It 

helps if they match the property’s colour scheme!

Straighten lampshades and turn their seams away from the camera.

Tuck away power cords and if they cannot be hidden, straighten them out.

Make the bed as if you were a hotel. Towels at the end of the bed (perhaps 

folded into nice neutral shapes) with a full set of neatly ironed sheets and 

duvets. Hide the labels!

Tuck everything in. Plump the pillows, and do your best to smooth out all 

wrinkles on the bedding

Angle the bedside lamps accordingly, so the viewer can imagine relaxing and 

reading a book at night

Property Checklist (during shoot)

General Interiors

Bedrooms
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Planning and checklists

Hide bins or bin liners, unless they are absolutely immaculate and neat!

Fruit bowls should be overflowing with fresh fruit.

Keep surfaces clear, but maybe put out some fresh bread on a cutting board 

with some orange juice and cheese. (Not squash!) Croissants also go well on 

balcony tables or breakfast bars or a big bowl of strawberries.

Arrange the cushions in an appealing way, make sure to have a colour scheme 

running throughout, even if the furniture does not.

If you have a fireplace, lay it out to be lit. The decision on whether to light it 

or not depends on a range of circumstances, but having the option there is 

important!

Don’t turn the TV on – It’ll make the house look used, and won’t look good on the 

photo! People will assume it works, you don’t need to prove it. Taking a picture 

of a screen will always confuse a camera sensor and look odd.

Get some natural church candles to create a focus.

If you don’t have, or don’t want to use candles, some fresh flowers can be 

equally as effective.

Lay out the table with as much cutlery as you have! Make them see the luxury 

you offer.

Kitchens

Living rooms

Dining rooms
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Planning and checklists

An exterior shot will often be the perfect cover shot for a website or online listing. 

Unfortunately, it's usually the part of the house we have the least control over!

Take pictures at the right time of day to get the light illuminating the building 

nicely, but at the same time casting interesting shadows to add mood. Tell your 

photographer in advance which time the sun shines on the front of the cottage, 

and on the garden.

Sweep terraces, drives and patios of leaves and debris, remove weeds from 

cracks.

Don’t park in front of the property, remove bikes and skateboards etc.

Don’t have anything blocking the path to the front door!

Set any outdoor tables, umbrellas, sun-loungers and BBQ’s and make them look 

welcoming (cushions and tablecloths where necessary).

If you are taking a picture at night, does the house have good exterior lighting? 

Maybe it should be something to think about.

Also worth thinking about, do your doors and windows look more appealing open 

or closed? Generally, open is the way to go, but there are exceptions that will 

make your property look messy.

Mow and trim the lawn.

Prepare pot plants to be moved around.

Trim or prune trees, bushes and shrubs, deadhead flowers.

Exteriors

House & Garden
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